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Abstract—In this paper, a derived physically expressive circuit
model is presented for automatically deriving an equivalent-cir-
cuit model of a multilayered embedded RF passive. The scheme
is based on the partial-element equivalent-circuit (PEEC) model
and a simple circuit transformation. By defining an appropriate
cutoff criterion that is related to the highest frequency of interest,
most of the internal nodes in the coupling circuit generated by the
PEEC model can be approximately absorbed by the remaining fre-
quency-independent LC elements progressively. The model is very
simple to implement and has apparent physical meaning. Mathe-
matically, this model progressively recombines the least significant
system pole with other less significant poles. The resultant physi-
cally expressive circuit model will be very useful in designing multi-
layer embedded RF circuits. Four examples are given for demon-
strating the validity and effectiveness of the scheme.

Index Terms—Electromagnetic (EM) simulation, equivalent
circuits, low-temperature co-fired ceramic (LTCC), RF circuits,
system-on-package (SoP).

I. INTRODUCTION

WITH THE fast development of low-loss and high-density
integrated packaging technologies such as low-tempera-

ture co-fired ceramic (LTCC) [1], [2], system-on-package (SoP)
[3] is considered as one of the most promising solutions for inte-
grated electronic systems and wireless products. In designing an
advanced SoP, one of the desired computer-aided design (CAD)
tools is an algorithm that can systematically generate a phys-
ically meaningful circuit model for large-scale embedded RF
passives and interconnection traces.

The needs for such a tool mainly comes from two aspects,
which are: 1) a co-simulation of a mixed-signal heterogeneous
system that consists of digital circuits, which are modeled by
a circuit simulator in the time domain, and analog passive cir-
cuits, which are simulated by electromagnetic (EM) simulation
in the frequency domain and 2) the prediction of electromag-
netic interference (EMI) among the RF passive circuits. Al-
though tremendous research has been done in EM modeling and
the extraction of a circuit representation of embedded passives
at gigahertz frequencies, the resultant circuit models are either
limited to a predefined layout or the complexity of the models
is overwhelming even with certain model simplification. Obvi-
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ously, it is highly desirable to develop a systematic technique
that can directly convert a generic layout of an RF embedded
passive circuit to a concise circuit model that is valid in a given
range of frequency. Preferably, the circuit model processes a
clear physical meaning associated to the physical layout.

A number of techniques for extraction of lumped element
equivalent circuits for embedded RF passives have been de-
veloped over the past years. The most popular technique is to
construct an equivalent-circuit model based on a predefined cir-
cuit topology from physical intuition. The component values of
the circuit model can be determined by empirical formulas or
by curve fitting [4]. Due to the lack of good understanding of
the parasitic coupling mechanism, for complex passive layouts,
such a circuit model cannot be too sophisticated and unique.
A systematic approach to extract a circuit model directly from
EM simulation was proposed by Timmons and Wu in 2000 [5].
The approach is based on Cauer networks synthesis and the
matching of the system poles and related residues instead of
physical attributes. Although this approach is applicable to a
sufficient wide frequency band of interest, the model can only
supplant the original distributed RF circuit from the viewpoint
of scattering parameters.

It is well known that the partial element equivalent circuit
(PEEC) model is evolved from the mixed potential integral
equation (MPIE). Under the quasi-static assumption, which can
be readily justified for embedded RF passives whose dimension
is much smaller than the wavelength, the PEEC model can
generate a frequency-independent circuit model containing
all self and mutual capacitance and inductance among all the
discrete computational mesh elements of a multilayered circuit
[6], [7]. Although the PEEC model, which will be called a
coupling circuit model in this paper, can be regarded as a
primitive equivalent circuit, the number of the circuit elements
is excessive to handle for practical cases and the capacitors and
inductors in the model do not have apparent physical meanings.

In this paper, a new methodology, called the derived physi-
cally expressive circuit model (DPECM), for systematically de-
riving an equivalent-circuit model for embedded multilayered
RF passive circuits is presented. The method starts with the
coupling circuit generated from the lossless quasi-static PEEC
model and consists of a sequence of combining and deducting
operations of a “ -circuit” to a “ -circuit” on all the nodes of
the coupling circuit model one by one. The method deletes each
removable internal node in a coupling circuit model by first ab-
sorbing its fundamental attribute by its neighboring nodes and
then omitting its minor attribute, which usually contributes only
to the high-frequency response. Physically, the remaining in-
ternal nodes and the associated LC components in the resultant
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circuit will dominate the main property of the original coupling
circuit model and will present a clear physical meaning. Math-
ematically, the procedure is a model order reduction (MOR)
[8]–[11] scheme. This is because each node combination and
deduction operation performs the function of combining the ef-
fect of the least important poles with that of the other less impor-
tant poles of the original coupling circuit model. This property
will be illustrated by an example.

Thanks to its clear physical meaning, the circuit model
derived by this scheme has been successfully applied to opti-
mization designs of various LTCC embedded RF circuits [12]
as a dynamic coarse model in the aggressive space mapping
(ASM) [13].

II. THEORY

A. PEEC Model

The PEEC algorithm was originally developed by Ruehli
for modeling three-dimensional (3-D) multiconductor systems
based on an integral-equation description of the geometry that
is interpreted in terms of circuit elements. Since the structure
under consideration is assumed to be very small, as compared
to the wavelength, the quasi-static condition can be applied. In
addition, the conductor loss and dielectric loss are omitted in
this study for simplicity. The two major equations for building
the coupling circuit of the PEEC model are

(1)

(2)

where and are the lengths of inductive elements, and
are areas of capacitive elements, and and are partial induc-
tance and coefficient of potential of the coupling circuit model,
respectively. Notice that the integrals in the above equations are
surface integrals for an infinite thin conducting strip model. A
PEEC model concerning multilayered RF circuits with finite
metal thickness has been developed in [14]. The static Green
functions and can be expressed in a series form as the
kernel for the integrals.

As an example of PEEC modeling, Fig. 1(a) shows a group
of typical computational mesh elements used in a PEEC model
for modeling a short section of an infinitely thin straight con-
ducting strip in which the capacitive meshes are represented by
solid lines and the inductive meshes are represented by dash
lines. Fig. 1(b) shows the corresponding PEEC coupling circuit
model. It is seen that a capacitive mesh can be represented as
a node and an inductive mesh is represented by an inductor be-
tween two nodes in the corresponding circuit. Once the meshes
are generated and the nodes are identified, (1) and (2) are then
applied on each pair of infinite thin inductive and capacitive
meshes, respectively, to calculate the partial mutual inductance
and coupling capacitance.

Fig. 1. (a) Inductive and capacitive meshes of a PEEC model. (b) Coupling
circuit of the PEEC model.

B. Frequency-Dependent MOR

Once the general PEEC model converts the original 3-D mul-
tilayered embedded passive into a coupling circuit model, one
can obtain its electric behavior by simulating the circuit using
a circuit simulator. One of the methods for simulating the cou-
pling circuit is the nodal voltage method, which will serve as the
starting point of the MOR method to be presented in this paper.
If the numbers of the external ports and the internal nodes in the
circuit are and , respectively, the nodal voltage equa-
tion of the coupling circuit can be expressed as follows:

(3)

By the definition of the admittance matrix associated with ex-
ternal ports, the -parameters associated to the external ports
can be found by

(4)

Obviously, the computational expense of this expression for
the -parameters of the circuit is proportional to . To reduce
the computational cost, an efficient way is to reduce the number
of internal nodes of the coupling circuit model, i.e., to reduce
the order of the matrix in (4).

The technique for reducing the number of nodes of the cou-
pling circuit model is based on the conversion of a -circuit to
a -circuit. As shown in Fig. 2(a), node 0 that is to be deleted
is connected to node through admittance ,
which is the function of frequency. Assume the voltage at node
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Fig. 2. (a) Y -circuit before node 0 is deleted. (b) �-circuit after node 0 is
deleted.

is and the current in branch is , the following equations
can be achieved by circuit theory:

(5)

Since

there is

(6)

where

Substituting (6) into (5), we have

...

(7)

Equation (7) states that the -circuit is converted to a -cir-
cuit shown in Fig. 2(b) after node 0 is deleted. The value in
Fig. 2(b) can be expressed as

(8)

Since is frequency dependent, will
be a function of frequency. Nevertheless, all of the nodes, ex-
cept the port nodes and ground nodes, can be deleted by this
procedure node by node. It is worth mentioning that although
this node deduction procedure is frequency dependent, it is still
approximately ten times faster than evaluating (4) because there
is no matrix inverse involved.

C. Frequency-Independent MOR

Since the above-mentioned MOR method is frequency depen-
dent, the procedure must be repeated for every frequency sam-
pling over a frequency range of interest. The fact suggests that if
one can convert the coupling circuit model into a simpler circuit
model by removing most of the internal nodes frequency inde-
pendently with an acceptable approximation, not only does the
order reduction need not be repeated for other frequencies, but
the resultant circuit model may also incorporate certain phys-
ical meanings. To achieve the objective, let us discuss the fre-
quency-independent MOR method.

We start with investigating the expression of in (8). Gen-
erally, can be expressed as

(9)

The admittance can be expressed by (9) essentially because
only the capacitor, inductor, and their combination tank are to
be considered here. Thus, we can express as a function of
frequency

(10)
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Fig. 3. Equivalent circuit for y .

which can be further simplified as

(11)

where

(12)

where and are the total inductance and capacitance con-
nected to the node to be deleted.

Obviously, can be interpreted by the equivalent circuit
shown in Fig. 3.

Each component in this circuit is frequency independent. Al-
though the circuit shown in Fig. 3 is a representation of (11)
without any approximation, it is not suitable for further manipu-
lation because the series of capacitor and inductor brings
some frequency-dependent terms in deleting node or node
in the subsequent steps. When (11) for is used in the next
steps for deleting node or , the resultant combined branch ad-
mittance will not have the same simple format as that in (9) any
more. In order to derive a frequency-independent circuit mode,
some approximation needs to be done to simplify the third term
of (11)

(13)
If ,

where is chosen to minimize an average
error in the given frequency range of interest, is the number
of frequency samples, and is the angular frequency of the

th frequency sample. This approximation means that a capac-
itor is used to replace the original LC serial resonator. This ap-
proximation is acceptable when the resonance frequency of the
resonator is much higher than a cutoff frequency of interest.

Having had the approximation, (12) will be rewritten as

(14)

where

Therefore, if an internal node of a coupling circuit model sat-
isfies the condition of , it is called a removable
node. Note that (14) combines the major influence of the remov-
able node into those nodes that are immediately connected to the
node. The condition of means that the interaction
between the capacitive and inductive couplings associated to an
internal node is very weak over the frequency range of interest.
For a coupling circuit model generated from the PEEC, most
of the coupling capacitances and inductances are usually small
enough. Therefore, the condition is true for most of the internal
nodes for the frequencies in the gigahertz range.

To show that the procedure described above can lead to a
physically expressive circuit model, we take the coupling circuit
model in Fig. 1(b) as an example. At low frequencies, the cur-
rent flowing through the inductors of and ( means
the inductor between nodes 1 and 2) has almost the same value
due to the small shunt capacitance of , , and , where
subscript 4 denotes the ground node. Due to this physical phe-
nomenon, we can delete node 2 by combining the two induc-
tors into one whose value is equal to ac-
cording to (14). The shunt capacitors of , , and will
be combined to , , and with their values determined
by (14). At this stage, the number of meshes shown in Fig. 1(a)
is reduced from 3 to 2. Node 1 and 3 will represent nodes with
larger areas and their shunt capacitances to ground will increase.
The increased capacitance and inductance associated with nodes
1 and 3 may not satisfy the approximate condition at nodes 1
and 3. If this is the case, the nodes will be left in the ultimate
equivalent circuit; otherwise, the nodes will be deleted by the
“combing-and-deducting” process. It can be seen that this pro-
cedure retains the essential attribute at each local feature (node)
and eliminates the insignificant effects associated to the local
feature. The significant local attributes are then consolidated by
a few more prominent circuit elements, which have clearer phys-
ical meanings. For a complex 3-D multilayered structure, the
same node deduction procedure can be systematically applied
to each internal node in the coupling circuit model. The nodes
that do not satisfy the approximate condition will be retained to
form the final equivalent-circuit model.

To implement the MOR procedure with a high degree of fi-
delity, the following two important details should be discussed.

1) In a practical implementation, we can set a cutoff value
for gauging every node by its value of throughout
an entire coupling circuit model. It means that if a node
satisfies

(15)
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Fig. 4. Circular spiral inductor.

where is the highest angular frequency of interest,
it will be considered as a removable node. The smaller
the value is, the more nodes will be retained in the final
equivalent circuit. In the examples throughout this paper,
the cutoff value is set to 0.15.

2) Since the coupling circuit model will be a dynamic cir-
cuit during the MOR iteration, one must select a judicious
pattern for reducing the number of internal nodes. It is
found that by removing the most removable node, whose

is the least among all the remaining internal
nodes, at each step of the iteration the process can retain
the essential attribute of the circuit most. This is because
the node with least corresponds to the least im-
portant pole of the original system. This point will be illus-
trated by an example in Section III.

The benefits of having a frequency-independent and model
order reduced circuit model are obvious. First, the circuit model
reveals a clear correlation between the circuit mode and the
physical circuit layout. The circuit model consists of not only the
elements of major capacitance and inductance, but also the com-
ponents exhibiting the higher order parasitic couplings. Second,
since the order of the original coupling circuit model has been
significantly reduced, and the MOR process only needs to be
done once, the simulation expense will be greatly reduced even
when the time for the MOR is counted.

III. APPLICATION EXAMPLES

The examples presented here are typical embedded RF pas-
sives in LTCC SoP modules. All of the full-wave EM simulation
results are obtained by using CST Microwave Studio (V.5.1.3).

The first example is a planar circular spiral inductor, as
illustrated in Fig. 4. The inductor is located at height of in
a grounded substrate whose height is . The dimensions of
the inductor are , , , ,
and (all in millimeters). The dielectric constant
of the substrate is 9.1. The original coupling circuit model
generated from the PEEC model has 16 internal nodes. After a
MOR process, only one internal node is left. The corresponding
derived lumped-element circuit model is shown in Fig. 5(a).
The physical meaning of each component of the circuit model
is obvious. The inductors and in this equivalent-circuit
model denote the main partial inductance that we want to
achieve and the capacitors , , and (4 is the ground

Fig. 5. Equivalent circuit of the circular spiral inductor.

Fig. 6. S-parameters of: (a) magnitude and (b) phase of the derived equivalent
circuits and full-wave EM model for the circular spiral inductor.

node) are due to the parasite effects between the strip and
ground. Due to the shunt parasitic capacitor, this inductor is
divided into two parts with a mutual inductive coupling . The

-parameters of the two-port structure computed by a full-wave
EM model and the derived circuit model are presented in Fig. 6.
Good agreement can be observed.

The equivalent circuit of this inductor can be further simpli-
fied into a model with only one inductor and two shunt parasitic
capacitors if the accuracy is not the first priority. The simpler
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TABLE I
SYSTEM POLES OF Y -MATRIX FOR THE SPIRAL INDUCTOR IN THE DPECM PROCESS

Fig. 7. Four-layer capacitor.

circuit model is shown in Fig. 5(b) and the corresponding -pa-
rameters are superposed in Fig. 6. In this case, the cutoff value
is set to 0.65. The -parameter comparison of the circuit models
[see Fig. 6(a) and (b)] and the full-wave EM model shown in
Fig. 6 indicates that the circuit model [see Fig. 6(a)] is more ac-
curate than the circuit model [see Fig. 6(b)].

In order to mathematically justify the proposed MOR scheme
presented in this paper, the system poles of the -matrix for this
spiral inductor circuit can be found using the modified nodal
analysis (MNA) method [15]. The system poles of the -ma-
trix after each internal removable node being removed are listed
in Table I. The first row in this table represents the number
of internal nodes that have been deleted. The columns list the
corresponding system poles, in the order of descending impor-
tance, that exist in pairs symmetric to the origin. Interestingly,
from this table, one can find that after each node is removed, the
largest pole, i.e., the least important pole, is “absorbed” by other
less significant poles.

The second example is a four-layer capacitor that is em-
bedded in a substrate with a height of mm,
as shown in Fig. 7. The four square plates with heights of

, , , and
(all in millimeters) have the same dimension of

mm mm. The dimension of the input/output strip
is mm mm. The dielectric constant
of the substrate is 7.8. The equivalent circuit of this four-layer
structure is derived as shown in Fig. 8. In this circuit, node 1

Fig. 8. Derived equivalent circuit of the four-layer capacitor.

denotes the two plates connected by the via-hole from layers
1 to 3; node 2 corresponds to the two plates in layers 2 and 3
that are also connected by a via-hole; nodes 3 and 4 denote
the two ports; and node 5 is the ground node. Each component
in this circuit has an obvious physically meaning associated
to the original layout. The capacitor between nodes 1 and 2 is
the main capacitor of interest. The capacitors between nodes
1–5 are introduced because of the parasite effects between the
plates and ground. The discontinuities between the input/output
strips and the square plates lead to the two parasitic inductors

and in the circuit model, and capacitors and
are parasitic capacitors. The -parameters by the full-wave EM
model and the derived equivalent circuit are shown in Fig. 9
and agreement is excellent.

The third example is a multilayer high-pass filter, as shown
in Fig. 10. The filter is constructed by an eight-layer substrate
with a dielectric constant of 9.1 and a thinnest tape thickness of
0.041 mm. The thickness of the conductor is 0.01 mm. In other
words, the metallization thickness is approximately one-fourth
of the thinnest dielectric thickness. In order to accurately model
this filter whose metallization thickness cannot be neglected, a
novel PEEC algorithm without increasing the number of PEEC
circuit elements is applied for generating the coupling circuit
model [14]. The proposed DPECM is then used to derive the
equivalent circuit, which is depicted in Fig. 11. Note that ,

, , , and are the main elements of the original
high-pass filter schematic and , , , and are par-
asitic elements. The -parameters of the equivalent circuit and
the full-wave EM simulation are superposed in Fig. 12 and good
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Fig. 9. S-parameters of: (a) magnitude and (b) phase of the derived equivalent
circuit and full-wave EM model for the four-layer capacitor.

Fig. 10. High-pass filter.

agreement can also be observed. The time for DPECM is ap-
proximately 10 s, while the time for the full-wave EM simula-
tion by CST is approximately 1200 s.

The fourth example is a multilayer bandpass filter, as shown
in Fig. 13. The filter is constructed by a seven-layer substrate
with dielectric constant of 7.8 and a thinnest tape thickness of
0.043 mm. The thickness of the conductor is 0.01 mm. The
derived equivalent circuit of this bandpass filter is shown in
Fig. 14. Note that , , , , , , , ,
and are the main elements of the original bandpass filter

Fig. 11. Derived equivalent circuit of the high-pass filter.

Fig. 12. S-parameters of the equivalent circuit and full-wave EM model for the
high-pass filter.

Fig. 13. Bandpass filter.

Fig. 14. Derived equivalent circuit of the bandpass filter.

schematic and others are parasitic elements. This bandpass filter
has been built using LTCC technology. The -parameters of the
equivalent circuit and the measurement, as well as full-wave EM
model, are superposed in Fig. 15, and good agreement can also
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Fig. 15. S-parameters of the equivalent circuit, measurement, and the full-
wave EM model for the bandpass filter.

be observed. The time for the DPECM and then to perform a
simulation is approximately 7 s, while the time for the full-wave
EM simulation by CST is approximately 280 s.

IV. CONCLUSION

A novel DPECM for embedded RF passives has been pre-
sented. The model is based on a quasi-static PEEC model and
a simple systematic MOR scheme. Due to the quasi-static nat-
ural of the PEEC model, this DPECM is accurate enough for RF
embedded passives when the frequency of interest is lower than
5.0 GHz. The circuit model has been proven to be effective and
robust in deriving a physically expressive equivalent circuit of a
3-D multilayer RF passive circuit without any physical intuition
and prior knowledge. Since the computation time for deriving
the circuit model and generating the -parameters over a wide
frequency band of interest is a few orders of magnitude faster
than any full-wave EM simulator, the proposed scheme can be
used as a real time design library for embedded RF passives.

Four examples have been provided to illustrate the details and
effectiveness of the model. Since each component in the equiva-
lent circuit obviously relates to a part of the original layout, one
can physically adjust the dimension of the structure in order to
achieve the desired values of the components of interest when
designing an embedded RF circuit. The equivalent-circuit model
can be extended to the cases with substrate loss and conductor
loss. For high-frequency applications, a full-wave Green’s func-
tion for layered media should be used to accommodate the ra-
diation loss. All these extensions of the proposed model will be
reported in future work.
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